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N. Viet invasion blockade 'possible'
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of Defense
Melvin R Laird said yesterday he would not rule
out mining Haiphong harbor or establishing a
naval blockade of North Vietnam to blunt the
Communist invasion of the South
Laird responded with a terse. "Yes.'' when
asked by Sen J W Ku I bright if any thought was
being given to these possibilities Laird was
testifying before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee chaired by the Arkansas Democrat,
a longtime critic of policy in Vietnam
The Defense Secretary said there are many
contingency plans and noted that these two
possibilities had been discussed by the previous
administration
BUT WHEN pressed by Fulbright if they were

merely old contingency plans. Laird said: "1
would not rule it out."
In a four-and-a-half-hour appearance before
the committee. Laird said that "any area of
North Vietnam, as long as the invasion
continues, is subject to attack "
But he declined to state specifically whether
the aerial bombing of the Hanoi-Haiphong area
was continuing
"i am not going to outline target areas." he
said, adding that V S air power is being used in
the North, in the South and within the
demilitarized zone dividing the two Vietnams.
PRIOR TO the committee session. Laird told
newsmen there was no substance to reports that
President Nixon has suspended the bombing of

North Vietnam's heartland to see if Hanoi
backed off from its offensive in the South
The reports were attributed to official U.S.
military sources in Saigon who continued to
insist that this was the policy
At the White House press secretary Honald 1.
Ziegler was asked by newsmen about the reports
of a bombing suspension and Laird'sdemal
"I'd go along with the Secretary of Defense
and not a secondary source in Saigon." Ziegler
said
THE SECRETARY of State said the President
would take whatever steps were necessary short
of reintroducing ground troops or using nuclear
weapons-to thwart the North Vietnamese
offensive

On the battlefield, action was curtailed in the
North, but US bombers stepped up their
attacks against North Vietnamese positions in
South Vietnam, logging more than 1,000 strikes
Monday and yesterday in the heaviest raids
since the peak days of the air war from 1965 to
1968
The U.S. Command announced the loss of
three aircraft in the South
Four American crewmen and two South
Korean soldiers were killed when an Army
helicopter crashed on the central coast while
supporting Korean forces
A four-engine {'130 transport plane was hit by
enemy fire while trying to resupply the
embattled provincial capital of An Loc, 60 miles
north of Saigon It crashed 25 miles Iron) Saigon
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All six crewmen were rescued, two of them
injured
AN ARMY helicopter was shot down 32 miles
southwest of Da Nang. but both crewmen
escaped uninjured.
By far the most dramatic ground action in
Indochina was centered around the temple ruins
of Angker Wat in Cambodia's northwest.
North Vietnamese troops swarmed toward a
Cambodian relief column trying to reach a 1 .Woman government force trapped near the
temples.
There were indications the relief column now
was surrounded, too The imperiled government
soldiers are part of a drive to encircle the
Angker Wat complex which has been in North
Vietnamese hands for two years
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Opposes Nixon Viet policy

Graduate Student Senate (GSS)
endorsed Senator George McGovern
for President yesterday
It also passed a resolution opposing Nixon's present policy in Vietnam
THE FOREIGN policy amendment
read "We the members of the Graduate Student Senate of Bowling Green
State University do. as human beings,
condemn the massive affront to the
human dignity of all men and the wan-

ton destruction of human life perpetrated by the present Nixon Administration policy of escalating the war in
Vietnam.
'•Furthermore, as human beings who
deplore the loss of the lives ol our sisters and brothers-yellow, black, white,
and red-we urge all American citizens
to inform their elected representatives
that the total and immediate withdrawal of all American military
personnel from Vietnam and a complete end to all hostilities arc imperative.

"In so doing, we wish to affirm the
human dignity of all peoples and the
right of all peoples to self-determination.
"We believe, further, that we, as
human beings and as citizens of the
United States, have a serious and binding responsibility to work ceaselessly
to right the wrongs of social injustice in
our own nation, and to foster understanding among all peoples and all
nations throughout the world
"SUCH RESPONSIBILITY cannot

Pill policy cost reviewed
By Damon Beck
Managing Editor
Much has been said about the moral
implications of the Student Health
Center prescribing birth control
devices to students, but economics
might be the major roadblock to a
revised pill policy on campus
"Any kind of additional medical services will cost." President Hollis A.
Moore Jr said. "We aren't going to get
a gynecologist cheap."
Dr. Moore said he could not make a
decision on additions to the medical
staff until he sees a complete plan on
total needs of the health center
He said he presently sees the health
center as a referral type of organization, but with the recent liberalization
of the contraceptive policy at Ohio
State University "the issue will be
sharpened across the state."
DR. MOORE recently sent a com-

mittee to observe the medical services
at the Uii.' ersity of Kentucky and make
recommendations on possible changes
here
The committee included Dr Stanley
Coffman. provost; Dr
Michael
Ferrari, coordinator of planning and
budgeting: Dr. James Olms. director of
the health center: and Dr. William
Baxter, chairman of the Health Services Advisory Committee.
Dr. Ferrari said the group found the
University of Kentucky's pill policy
medical services program to be "very
extensive."
The university, which includes a
medical school, has three social
workers, two psychiatrists and eight
physicians. Its contraceptive program
includes a class which runs one to two
weeks on sex education and birth control devices and methods and a physical
examination before the device or pill is
prescribed, according to Dr Ferrari.

TWO MORE examinations after the
first month and the sixth month are
also included. The service costs J15-J20
plus pills and devices at cost.
Dr. Ferrari suggested the University
explore the possibilities of a similar
program in conjunction with the
University of Toledo Medical College.
IV said an agreement with Toledo
could provide the University with a
good, low cost staff plus give the medical students experience.
Dr. Ferrari said studies he has made
indicate that students here would bewilling to pay extra for a comprehensive health service program.
He cited a mandatory student health
insurance and a different type of
organization at the health center as
ways of implementing more health services including birth control.
"We just cannot afford it now in our
present position," Dr. Ferrari said.

be fulfilled as long as we continue the
senseless slaughter and incarceration
of innocent people both at home and
abroad."
In other action, senate members said
there have not been many inquiries by
graduate students for a day-care ecu
ter.
Carole Sloman. graduate student,
said when one graduate asked about the
possibility of using the University nursery school facilities for evening babysitting, she was told it was "unthinkable ."
Members of the psychology department reported on their findings about
raising graduate student stipends
They said the stipends have not been
raised since they were set six years
ago. whereas faculty salaries have
been raised nearly every year.
They found in many departments,
graduate assistants bring in the larger
percent of state funds since they compile a larger amount of credit hours
than faculty members.
They said graduate students would
also like to see their stipends made
untaxable, but this cannot be enacted
for next year since contracts have
already been sent out.
THE WORDING of the contract
would have to be changed from
"Employment Contract" to "Appointment Contract."
The psychology department graduate
students also said this problem is statewide and may have to be resolved on a
state-wide basis
Information will be sent to all GSS
members when a meeting to study the
University charter will be held.
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Scientist
to lecture

GSS endorses Sen. McGovern
By Rote Hume
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Robert T. Francoeui

Dr. Robert Francoeur. associate
professor of experimental
embryology at Fairleigh Dickinson
University. New Jersey, will speak
tonight at 8 in the Grand Ballroom.
Union.
Dr. Francoeur will discuss the
effect on modern man of new
discoveries and new trends in
medicine and science, including
transplants and eugenics.
He is the author of "Utopian
Motherhood" and "Eve's New
Rib: Twenty Faces of Sex. Marriage and Family."
His speech is sponsored by the
Association of Toledo Priests in
cooperation with the biology
department here and St. Thomas
More parish

Supreme Court oks
worker loyalty oath
WASHINGTON (APl-The Supreme
Court led by Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger has approved a Massachusetts
loyalty oath that requires public
employees to pledge to oppose the overthrow of the government.
"We are not charged with correcting
grammar but with enforcing
Constitution.'' Burger said yesterday in
delivering a 4-3 decision that the oath is
not too vague to remain on the books.
All that it requires, the chief justice
said, is that government workers commit themselves not to use illegal force.

In this respect, he said, the oath is like
the ones taken by presidents, members
of Congress, and even lawyers who
practice before the court.
THE DECISION reverses a panel of
three federal judges in Boston who took
what Burger called "a highly lileralistic approach" and declared the oath
invalid in 1969.
Justices William 0. Douglas. William
J. Brennan Jr. and Thurgood Marshall
found the oath in conflict with the freespeech guarantees of the First Amendment and dissented
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After Secretary of State William P. Rogers described the
bombing of North Vietnam as essential to the protection of
American troops to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
Monday, the committee described a few things to Rogers.
In a nine to one vote, the committee voted to cut off all money
for all U.S. forces fighting in Indochina on Dec. 31. if Hanoi
returns all American prisoners. The proposal will be brought
before the Senate sometime next week.
The Senate is to be commended for its attempt to end the war;
but. is this enough? The last day of the year is a long way off.
While our legislators sit in their chairs, until the snow falls in
December, the bodies will continue to fall in Indochina and the
cut-off date will seem all the more absurd

loyalty oath
•.-.
The Supreme Court shot another hole through the
constitutionally guaranteed freedom of speech yesterday, and it
did it without the help of President Nixon's two most recent
conservative appointees.
In a four to three decision, the court upheld a Massachusetts
loyalty oath requiring all public employees to pledge they will
oppose the overthrow of the government by force or violence.
William I' Rehnquist and Lewis F. Powell Jr. newest
appointees to the court, were unable to participate because the
case was introduced before they joined the court.
We agree with the three dissenting justices who said the oath
flatly violates the freedom of speech guarantee.
It's just one more reprehensible method to hold down dissent by
threatening public employees with the loss of their jobs if they
don't pledge unquestioning loyalty to governmental policies, no
matter what they may be.
An earlier ruling by a U.S. district court judge said the words
"oppose " and "overthrow" were fatally vague and unspecific.'"
However. Chief Justice Warren E. Burger contended that was a
"highly literal approach."
May we point out to Justice Burger that vague and unspecific
laws--particularly those regarding "conspiracy"--are the very
regulations that ultimately end up with deadlocked juries? And
confused judges''
Burger contended the loyalty oath is no more than a
commitment not to use illegal force to change the system. But
what does he consider illegal force'1 A sit-in'.' A march? A speech?
Or a riot?
Nixon need not have worried about a too liberal Supreme
Court. Older members are doing a fine job of repression, without
any help from Nixon's most recent appointees.
ATTENTION HUBERT HUMPHREY SUPPORTERS
The BG News will publish a column on each presidential
candidate on the Ohio ballot two weeks before the May 2 primary
We need a student, faculty member or administrator who is
supporting Sen Humphrey for president, to write a column that
will be published on the editorial page prior to the primary.
Please stop in The BG News office. 106 University Hall or call
372-2003 if you are interested

Lerrers

CHECK ONE LITTLE-OLD-LADY TYPE, SWEET FACE, MILD DISPOSITION, HARMLESS . . .

primary perspectives

jackson-different democrat
By Dr. Rnnell Decker
(iueil Faculty Columnist
Edltor'i Note:
The following to the
second of a teriei of columns describing
Ike assets of Ike presidential < andldaics
appearing on the May I Ohio primary
ballot.
I have been asked to write a guest
column indicating why BGSU students
should support Henry M. (Scoop)
Jackson in his bid for the Democratic
nomination for President of the United
States.
I would rather direct my remarks on a
broader plane-why Senator Jackson
deserves the attention of all citizens of
the United States.
I feel that BGSU students do not differ
from the rest of the citizenry-they have
the same feelings, concerns, biases as
the cross section of the population o(
northwestern Ohio, and the state, and the
nation from which they come. Their
economic, social, and political
experiences are not as great as some of
us. but potentially they will react the
same as most of us.
First, a bit of information about
Senator Jackson should be presented

because one of his biggest problems in
the quest for the nomination is that he is
not well known-he is not a "household
word "
Senator Jackson is fifty-nine years old
He married late in life, and has two
children, both born in the 1960s, He has
lived all his life in Everett. Washington,
a suburb of Seattle His education
prepared him for a practice ol law
HE HAS NEVER lost an election Hit
political career began at the age of
twenty-six when he was elected
prosecuting attorney of his home county
Then came six terms as congressman
from his home district followed by being
elected three times to six-year terms in
the United States Senate
In his last race In 1970, he carried 83 9
per cent of the vote to lead the nation in
two-party races for senator or governor
In 1960 he assumed the chairmanship of
the Democratic National Committee al
the request of presidential candidate
John F. Kennedy
Senator Jackson serves as chairman of
the Interior and Insular Affairs
Committee and as a member of the
Government Operations Committee, the
Armed Services Committee, and the

fraiemities hove changed
I find the letter wrillen by Bob Weigl
to be repulsive. His comments reflect a
startling inability to speak Intelligently
on the fraternity system
In the past few years (raternltles have
changed considerably In their policies
and practices Pledge programs have
undergone tremendous metamorphoses
Jq meet changing conditions
Little Sister organizations have grown

and become more important parts of the
chapters.
Joint fraternity activities are
commonplace There is a growing
emphasis on the evolvement of chapter
policies emphasizing greater
involvement in campus and community
affairs.
THE SIGNIFICANT point is that a
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fraternity is only what the members
make it National constitutions and
chapter bylaws weren't created so that
we could serve them but so that they
could serve us in attaining our goals
Where we find them inconsistent with
our objectives we change them.
Without a doubt today's fraternity is
still the same as it always has been in
respect to friendship and brotherhood
However almost every fraternity has
made or is In the process of making
important changes in their policies
which are enabling them to remain
continuing assets to the nation's
campuses
Chapters that have adapted to
changing conditions thrive So far this
academic year my house has pledged 35
men. Nationally fraternities are far
larger now than they ever were and are

growing at a very healthy rate. Statistics
fail to support allegations that Greeks
are dying.
MR. WEIGL'S letter makes it very
obvious that many of Bowling Green's
students have failed to realize the vast
changes that are taking place in the
Greek system on this campus and
throughout the country
We offer a very high degree of
participation In governance, social
activities and athletics, many leadership
opportunities and responsible positions,
and the continuing friendship of a large
group of people
And I can't really find anvthing wrong
with that
N.Lindsey Smith
Pi Kappa Alpha

term paper factories
The BG News, has shown poor
judgment
in publishing an
advertisement for a term paper factory.
To condone such an enterprise
editorially as recompense to instructors
who assign "busy work" endows this
device with a morality it can never have.
Incidentally, the cost of such products
discriminates against less affluent
students.
Many instructors have responded
affirmatively to student complaints
about the traditional type of face
oriented tests, and requests for more
options, such as papers.
ESSAYS AND TERM papers can be
superior educational devices in that they
require the student himself to gather and
evaluate material and integrate it with

his own thoughts into a forceful
presentation.
Properly used, papers provide
valuable training. A student who
commissions a term paper factory to do
the work for him foregoes the
development of critical skills.
To students who take pride in their own
intellectual achievements and to
instructors whose primary professional
goal is to foster their student's
development. The BG News' policy
appears as outright approval of
plagiarism.
Robert Hansen
Kathleen Merrtom
Roger Anderson
and other political science faculty
members

Joint Congressional Committee on
Atomic Energy. He is chairman of the
Subcommittee on National Security and
International Operations and ranking
member of the McClellan Investigations
Subcommittee
Under his leadership. Congress set
aside more than 14 million acres in a
national reserve for parks, wilderness
and recreation areas. He worked closely
with Florida leaders on the project to
preserve the Everglades
He authored the Youth Conservation
Corps Act which provides opportunity
for youth to work summers in national
parks and forests

opinion
The pending National Land Use Policy
Act also was authored by him. This
legislation would help state and local
governments to improve land use
planning for environmental, recreational
and industrial purposes
FROM THE MATERIAL cited above,
it becomes apparent that Senator
Jackson is a true conservationist and
environmentalist. But, he refuses to
make a choice between environment and
a healthy economy.
"Any country that has sent twelve men
to the moon can do both." he has said
"Any fool can bring about clean air by
shutting down the economy and going
fishing." is another way in which he has
made his point.
He has put his faith in American
science and technology. Here we do not
have a doomsday man. Here we have a
man who has faith in the people and the
system. He wants to make it work.

ANOTHER POINT which has
attracted me to Senator Jackson has
been his concern for our national defense
posture Drawing upon his experiences
with the Senate, he has authored four
books, all dealing with national security
He has received awards from patriotic,
ethnic, labor and social groups for his
vigorous support of a strong national
defense. Yet. he has expressed his
concern for the war-ravaged of the
world.
"I'm not a hawk and I'm not a dove."
he says. "I just don't want my country to
be a pigeon."
He is chairman of a special
subcommittee appointed to monitor the
SALT negotiations between the Soviet
Union and the United States. He wants to
put the brakes on the arms race, but
resists those who say we must take risks
for peace by cutting the meat from the
military muscle, and thus unwittingly
risk war.
He believes weakness invites trouble,
and that we should negotiate for peace,
but from a position of strength. He wants
to bring the troops home from Vietnam
as soon as possible, but he wants to
preserve for the President of the United
States (whoever he may bei the chance
to do that in a responsible manner

WITH THE EXCEPTION of Governor
Wallace i whose motives might be
questioned l. he has the strongest
position of any of the candidates in the
Democratic race against school busing
for the sole purpose of satisfying some
arbitrary mix of students on the basis of
race, religion or heritage
Not until the Florida primary pointed
up the true feelings of "middle
America" and of the "real majority" on
this issue did any of the other
Democratic candidates begin to modify
their stance on this point.
Long before this Senator Jackson was
"1 am weary of listening to those who saying. "What we desperately need is not
scorn this nation." says Senator Jackson massive busing, but a massive
"Most Americans-whether black, white commitment of talent and resources to
or brown-are hard-working wage- achieve equality of education
earners struggling to make ends meet, to opportunity."
Rather than busing, he supports the
get their kids through school, to acquire
a decent home in a decent neighborhood, route followed in California where the
to clothe their families, to be respected courts have ruled that the wealth of a
as decent citizens, and to live out their school district should not be permitted to
lives with a measure of dignity that determine the quality of education Then
everywhere seems more difficult to school children will not be bused from a
good school to an inferior school.
attain these days."
In summary, let me suggest that
This is pure Jackson! He has a genuine
concern for the fact that today the BGSU students, as well as all citizens of
stability of our democratic system is the United States, might well look
threatened by the tyranny of a small closely at the stance and posture of
minority that is systematically Senator Henry M. Jackson. He is
certainly the one Democrat who is
disrupting our society.
Thus, to those who know me best and different
Perhaps we will find in him the man
have heard me speak on the subject of
law and justice, it comes as no surprise for whom people all ever the land have
that I favor him above all the other been searching-a leader who has not lost
candidates in the Democratic field. He his common sense.
Perhaps you may examine him closely
joins with me in the crusade which
insists that we must stop over-reacting and in person, for we are making every
to this militant minority, and give heed effort to bring Senator Jackson to
to the concerns and the rights of the northwest Ohio; we hope to have him in
majority to go peacefully about their an appearance on campus. Watch for
business, their education and their daily announcements later of the time and
place.
lives.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 108
University Hall.
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BGSU student appointed

Officiil Qiestiois lid Issus Ballot

Animal warden named

Ballots to
be published
until May 2

WOOD COUNTY. OHIO
VOTE BALLOT WITH AN "X"
PROPOSED TAX LEVY
A Majority Affirmative Vote la Necessary for Passage

Bowling Green now has its
own animal warden.
Safety-Service
Director
Wesley K. Hoffman
announced the appointment
of William C. Barrow, senior
(B.A.I. of »S Church St
as animal warden at the city
council Monday evening
Barrow was to begin his
duties yesterday
Hoffman said the duties of
the animal warden will
include handling problems
and complaints pertaining to
all animals.
"The animal warden will
initially direct his efforts
toward control of stray and
unlicensed dogs, but will
respond to complaints
concerning licensed dogs."
Hoffman said.
Owners whose dogs are
impounded as a result of
running at large will be
notified by the warden. They
will be required to pay a
boarding fee of SO cents per
day. he said

prohibiting dogs from
running loose could be
subject to court action as the
result of complaints.
In other action, council
declared an emergency, and
gave all three readings to
and passed an ordinance
enabling the safety-service
director to advertise for bids
and enter into a contract for
mosquito control
Last year, the mosquito
control program worked
through the University's
Environmental Studies

Jewish
panorama
Cantor
Robert
Shapiro of the Temple
of B'nai Israel. Toledo,
will speak tomorrow at
8
I' in
on
the
"Panorama of Jewish
Music "
Shapiro will sing and
use visual aids and
recorded materials
during his presentation
The program will be
held in 115 Education
Bldg
Sponsors are
Ethnic Studies and the
Jewish Literature 372
class
The presentation is
free and open to the
public

OWNERS OF unlicensed
dogs that are impounded will
also be charged the $2
licensing fee plus a Jl late
fee and a pickup fee of $2 if
the county warden makes
the pickup Until legislation
is approved by council, there
will be no charge for pickups
made by the city animal
warden. Hoffman said
He warned that violators
of the city ordinance

Center to obtain students to
locate mosquito breeding
areas Students in tum
notified the spraying firm of
the breeding areas
James R Gordon, a
member of the city planning
commission, asked the
administration to clarify
some points with respect to
the city's housing and zoning
inspector
HE ASKED who the
zoning inspector is. when he
was appointed, if there was a
conflict of interest present
and what connection the
safety-service director has
with the zoning and housing
inspector
Hoffman replied that
Walter I). Zink is the zoning
and housing --.specter and
that he was appointed by the
previous council He added
that he served as zoning
inspector while Zink was on
a vacation during March
"To my knowledge, he
i Zink i has divested his
interest in the Thurstin
Manor complex and he
operates independently of
my office." Hoffman said
"The present administration does not think it is
feasible to hire a new
inspector until the new zoning ordinance is approved.
There is no reason to hire a
person to learn the old code
and then have to learn the
new code a short time

later." Hoffman said.
Council also passed an
ordinance changing its
regular meeting time from
7:30 to I p.m. on the first and
third Mondays of the month.
The new starting time Is
effective with the May I
meeting.
OTHER LEGISLATION
passed included
-An ordinance approving
the purchase of $1.(00 worth
of equipment for the fire
department.
-An ordinance naming the
streets in the City Park It
was noted that since the
streets are designated as
public thoroughfares, the
park can no longer be closed
to traffic after 10 p.m.

Women's
Center
The Women's Center
will be open this quarter
Monday through Friday
from 10am to4p.m
The center is located
in, 315 E Student
Services
Bldg
Telephone number is
372-2281

little
information"
compared to the complexity
of today's social problems.
HE REMINDED the
audience science does not
make progress in social
policy by making great
discoveries, but by rejecting
false hypotheses
He also said people should
see sociology as a "data
gathering" field and not a
developer for mathematical
models
Discussing the evaluative
aspect of sociology. Dr.
Borgotta said there is a
growing tendency by the
federal government and
other institutions to evaluate
all the programs it sets up.
However, he said, money
for these programs is bound
up in the legislative process
"THE PROGRAMS are
being passed, but the money

Fraternity fund-raising
The Sphinxman Club of
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
will conduct a fund-raising
drive tomorrow through
Saturday for the national
foundation to fight sickle cell
anemia
Donation canisters will
be available in the Union,
the
Library.
the
Administration Bldg. and
dormitories Club members
will also canvass the
dormitories.

According to Stefan
Holmes, sophomore iB.A.i
and a spokesman for the
club, sickle cell anemia is
"one of the major killers of
black people "
Stefans
said
the
organization has no set fundraising goal since research
on the disease is just getting
underway and any donation
will help the cause
The drive is the club's
annual communitv project.

International Week
1972
April 24-30
LJednesdou nfaht special:Get 3cansofpepsi
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for them gets tied up," he
said "It's hard to plan
programs in advance and
then evaluate them when
this happens "
All the evaluating done by
sociolgists doesn't mean
they will influence policy.
Dr. Borgotta said.
'But
presidential
commissions, while they are
rejected, slowly get into
legislation the next three,
four, or five years after their
findings are known." he
said

An additional tax for the benefit of Wood County Geneial Health District, Wood County, Ohio for the purpose of PROVIDING NECESSARY
HEALTH NEEDS, at a rate not exceedlnq FIVE TENTHS (.5) MILLS
foe each one dollar of valuation, which amounts to FIVE (5) CENTS
for each one hundred dollars of valuation for 5 years, 1972 1973
1974, 1975. and 1976.

FOR THE TAX LEVY
AGAINST THE TAX LEVY

By PETER ARNETT
AP Special Correiiiedrel

rushing the guns of sandbagged government base
camps have ceased.

QUANG TRI, Vietnam
lAPI-The North Vietnamese
tanks that burst across the
demilitarized zone 20 nights
ago have either been
knocked out or are in hiding

But in other ways, the
North Vietnamese general
offensive in this far north
region grinds on.

The human-wave infantry
attacks that saw upward of a
thousand enemy soldiers

Dr. Borgotta said
sociologists
have
participated in many
evaluations of social
programs, but are usually
not asked to join in the
development of a program.
Ke cited a study of New
Jersey's negative income
tax as one time sociologists
were involved in the
development of a program.
Their participation helped
make the program work, he
said

Publication to present

OFFICIALLY. THE situation is called a stalemate,
but in the context of the
dramatic military events of
past weeks, stalemate
means only that the enemy
forces have stopped moving
forward.
They are staying in the
same positions they reached
three days after the attacks
began. They hold about 10
miles south of the DMZ. and
they don't look as if they are
ready to leave.
"We keep killing them, but
they stay," said the
commander of the northern
region, Gen. Hoang Xuan
Lam. in an Interview.
The general added. "Militarily, they made a mistake.
But we know this is not a
military war but a political
one. They seek not statistics
but politics."

THE NORTH Vietnamese
have sent their troops into
meatgrinder operations
before The political aim this
time seems to dramatically
demonstrate that President
Nixon's Vietnamization program has failed
To prove this in the northern front. Communist command strategists seemed to
be hoping for the capture ol

Howdy Doody
show time
rescheduled
The special revival
performance by Buffalo Bill
Smith and the Howdy Doocv
Characters at Findlay
College has been changed to
8 p.m. Wednesday, April 26.
The show was originally
scheduled for 2 p.m.
Tickets are available at
the Student Activities Office
at $2.50 for adults and 50
cents for children.
The
show will be held in the Croy
Gym, Findlay College

'community' information
The first issue of the New Community Journal, comic book
size magazine, will be on sale at the end of the week.
According to Calvin Stewart, a staff member for the
publication, the magazine is an "attempt to give alternate
news and useful information to form a community' here."
The first issue will include a photo copy of the ITT memo,
which sparked the controversy over Republican Party
finances, gardening tips and survival information on building
a community.
The magazine will be published every two weeks. Price is
25 cents.
Articles for the next issue should be sent to Box 9.
University Hall

The BROTHERS OF

Sigma Phi Epsion
Congratulate the
Newly Elected Officers:

Newman Center, 7-9 p.m..
Weds. May 10; or Tues. May 2 at
St. Aloysius. To Enroll call:
352-7120.

— FEATURING —
Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tues. thru Sal.
7:30-8.
Sundays 7:30-7:00

RECORDING
SECRETARY

0

Bob Komar

thing but a token attempt
But while this maximum
goal may be unreachable,
the North Vietnamese
remain in a strong position
to achieve the minimum goal
of demoralization
Top American officials in
the north say Hanoi continues to push supplies and
equipment into the South.

THE MINIMUM the Communist planners seem to be
seeking in this northern front
is the demoralization of the
regular South Vietnamese
divisions based here, with
the consequent collapse of
security among the population and an increase in the
influence of the clandestine
Viet Cong.

Channel 70 to
feature series

Hanoi's goal of sending its
infantrymen victoriously
storming Quang Tri City
seems improbable if assessments of allied officers are
valid The official reading of
the situation is that most
North Vietnamese unils are
too bloodied to launch any-

DZ ACTIVES

CORRESPONDING
SECRETARY -

Brian Emerick

CONTROLLER-

Bill Primrose

DIANE BELL
LYNNE BERRYMAN

SENIOR
EXECUTIVE -

Jim Kennedy

CAROL CHASE
SUSAN FITTIPAL0I

CHAPLAIN -

Fred Hagemeyer

JUDY McMURRAY

SENIOR MARSHAL-

Dave Thomas

JUNIOR
MARSHAL -

Jim Moran

GUARD-

Tom Conway

CAROLYN BAKER

LIBBY MOORE
BARB RIDER
TINA SHAKER
MARILYN WARD

The Weekend Gardener."
a new local series for the
home gardener will premiere tonight at 8:30 on
WBGU-TV.
The program will feature
a different plant each month
and film trips to gardens in
the Northern Ohio-Lower
Michigan area, as well as
information on the care of
annuals, perennials, trees,
lawns, shrubs and flowering
shrubs

INTERESTED IN A REWARDING
SALES CAREER?
WORK FOR YOURSELF • START WITH
NO INVESTMENT • YOU ARE PAID
WHILE BUILDING YOUR OWN AGENCY

Sign Up For An Interview
At The Placement Center
Before April 25. 1972

MOTORISTS MUTUAL
INSURANCE COMPANY
HOME OFFICE COLUMBUS, OH.

Congratulations To The
Newly Elected Officers
Of

NOON SPECIAL DAILY

Congratulations New

on gardening

Graduating Seniors In
Business and Education

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

PRESIDENT- ^kk^Mike Curtis

Ron Parthemore

(Juang Tri City They still
are trying, and newly
emplaced 130 MM artillery
pieces hidden in the southern
part of the demilitarized
zone have begun pounding
the city
Bui Hanoi also has settled
for something less than
immediate tactical goals in
past battles.

LEARN RAPID READING
800-2,000 W.P.M., 80-100% comprehension,
5 lessons, qualified reading instructor.

VICE
PRESIDENT-

Beginning today and
continuing until the May
2 primary. The BG
News will publish the
ballots voters in the city
will receive at the polls
The sample ballots are
being furnished by the
Office of Voter
Facil itat ion
in
cooperation with the
Wood County Board of
Elections
If you are registered
to vote in Bowling
Green and do not know
the location of the polls
in your precinct, this
information can be
obtained from the
Board of Elections. 3536381

North Viet offensive grinds on

Sociology in evaluation
Dr Edgar Borgotta.
professor of sociology at the
University of Wisconsin,
said yesterday people cannot
expect a panacea from
sociology to solve social
problems
In a speech delivered in
the Alumni Room and titled
"Sociology's Relevance to
Social Policy." Dr. Borgotta
said sociologists have "very

VOTE BALLOT WITH AN "X"

DELTA UPSIL0N
PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE VICE PRES
ADMINISTRATIVE
VICE PRES
TREASURER
SECRETARY
CORRESPONDING
SECRETARY
HOUSE CHAIRMAN
CHAPTER RELATIONS
STEWARD
I.F.C. REPRESENTATIVE
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
PLEDGE MASTER
RUSH CHAIRMEN
HISTORIAN
ATHLETIC CHAIRMAN
JUDICIAL BOARD

H.W

Mark Rippley
Alan Noaker
Gary Kaufman
Chris Schaffer
Dave McCullough
Greg Balchelor
Glen Karaffa
Tom Anderson
Randy May
Steve Vollmer
Dave Kukurza
Tom Koch
Chris Boren & Rick Davis
Steve Carrick
Rick Schmidt
SENIORS:
Gary Kaufman
Steve Vollmer
JUNIOR:
Steve Carrick
Louis Nagy

I 'o*. 4/TtM MNm, WWmfcy, Ap.ll '«■ '«"

LAST WEEfC GREAT SCOT SET A

r

GreatScot

45 DAY CEILING
ON ALL MEAT RETAILS!
and this Means savings for you! You will lot see any price increases on meat
in our stores. Over 30 meat prices were lowered on March 31 and more
reductions are planned. Check and Compare! (and shop Great Scot)

FRItNDLY FOOD STORES

CENTER CUT RIB

V* PORK LOIN SLICED

PORK CHOPS

PORK CHOPS
"mm

LB.

[EKLEBERRY FRESH PLUMP,
DINNER BELLECKO

LOIN END

SLICED
BACON

PORK
ROAST

Ac
PA

LB

DECKERSCHUNKSTYLE

COUNTRY STYLE

SPARERIBSLB

VELVET 5 VARIETIES

1

I'THE REALTHINGrl

NTDI

| PIS 13
SEAWAY

1

TWIN PACK

POTATO

m
\
m M

^^^PLOS DEPOSIT

KRAFT

REGULAR

c

Kool-Aid,o6/39 Cocktail Mix _69
Dole Pineapple ■ 26c Pretzels
o.3/$1
-m.
Fruit Cocktail »o,39c Chipos
»,43c
SEAWAY

GENERALMILLS

PEAS

LUNCHEON MEAT,B79C
DECKER'S SMOKED

WHOLE

PORK LOINS

LB

79*

POLISH SAUSAGE, ,79*

EKLEBERRY

COUNTRY STYLE

COUNTRY STYLE

SPLIT
BROILERS

CHICKEN LB
LEGS&THIGHS

CHICKEN
BREASTS

LB

CHARCOAL

110-^^1
PINE SCENT

LESTOIL

59

CHEF BOY AR DEE

PARTY TYME

SEAWAY

DECKER'S; VARIETIES

LB.

,002.

c

CHUNK,CRUSHED. TIDBITS

59c

1

--J MINIATURE
OCc
DO | 1 MARSHMALLOWS ZO

CHIPS

LB

GREAT LAKES

ICE CREAM 1 ICOCA-COLAI
|IBOZ.
■BOTTLES

69

BOLOGNA

c
Beef Ravioli
0 37
WIENERS
Lasagne
»„88*
nninrill
Italian Dressing 49c B0L06MA
ECKRICH

ECKRICH

C

SMORGAS PAC^M09

QQc

L. ^«,L «/,««„.!« QQC

KO89

CHEF BOY AR DEE

ECKRICH

,R

WISHBONE

,%99

OCEAN SPRAY

IDAHOSUPREME

CRANBERRY
JUICE
»(

INSTANT
POTATOES,;

APPLESAUCE

4/85

03

CAN^DFW

SLENDER SLICED MEATS «
MOONLIGHT

LB

MUSHROOMS 79

VAN CAMP

Pork & Beans NO oo 17°
C
Cheese
.L..79
Macaroni
,Z5C

DUNCAN HINES
LAYER

CHEFS DELIGHT

»Jfc

GERMAN VILLAGE

__

FRESH FLORIDA

YELLOW OR WHITE

SWEET
CORN

SEAWAY 2
POPCORN BABO

5

49'

EARS

^W

39

CAKE MIX
WITH
COUPON

PRICES GOOD
THRU APR. 14, 1«1

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

"Where Thrifty Shopping is a Pleasure^:
FRESH

HUNT'S DEAL PAK

DUNCAN HINES

Q /££,

LAYER CAKE MX 0/00
WITH
THIS
GREAT
SCOT
COUPON GOOD THROUGH APRIL
24, 1"!

Catsup
Trash Bags.
Clorox
MR. BIO

3

BLEACH

r

•

PUffS.

20 OZ

TOILET TISSUE
, 25CT.

GAL.

Soft Touch
Freshabyes

29°
2PK 25*

20. CT

DISPOSABLE DIAPERS TODDLER

49°

GREEN BEANS
1 18.

29'

Great Scot
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES

.XCT.

THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT!

Th. M N.wi. Wdnnidnrf, April 19,1973/Paf* S

48 students to be counselors

Outdoor education project set
Forty-eight
University
students involved in Project
Interaction (PI I will take
part in an outdoor education
program starting next week
Project Interaction, under
the direction of the College
of Education, introduces
education
majors
to
operations in a school

system and provides them
with the opportunity to
practice
education
methodology
in the
classroom
The outdoor education
program, directed by the
Toledo Board ol Education.
gives
students
the
opportunity to work as
counselors with sixth grade

Toledo children for five days
at a YMCA camp in
Napoleon. Michigan
After a week in the
outdoor program, an
education major can decide
if he really wants to enter
the field of education
said
Jim Sechler. graduate
siudenl in education "The

program provides an insight
into children because you
live with them for 24 hours."
According to Sechler.
participants in the program
will act as counselors for the
children
University
students will
have an
opportunity
to make
classroom learning more
meaningful
through

ITT roadblock removed
This Heeling glimpse of a cyclist shews that someone has
found a quicker way to travel than by foot.

In a hurry?

WASHINGTON I API Presidential assistant Peter
M.
Klanigan offered
yesterday to give limited
testimony to the Senate
Judiciary Committee in its
ITT inquiry, apparently
removing a roadblock to

Apollo problems solved
SPACE
CENTER.
Houston lAPl • Apollo 16
astronauts heading toward a
moon landing worked with
ground controllers vesterdav
and overcame a guidance
problem thai briefly froze
their spaceship in one
position and an antenna

problem that affected radio
communications
Systems worked out at
Mission Control
were
promptly put inlo effect by
the spacemen lo correct
both deficiencies
"One of the things we need
in this program is some

Mays pleads guilty
to one drug charge
Dewey 0 Mays, freshman
lA&Sl, pled
guilty to a
charge of sale of an
hallucinogen
without
a
wholesaler's license Monday
morning in Wood County
Common Pleas Court
He had been indicted on
charges of prohibited use of
a dwelling, sale of an
hallucinogen and possession
for sale of an hallucinogen
Mays was referred to the
probation officer for presentence investigation
Four others also indicted
by the same grand jury on
similar
charges
had
previously entered guilty
pleas to the same offense
Mays did yesterday
Kenneth 1. Rogers. 410 S

Summit St . Peter J. Nestor,
Berea. Robert Max Church
Jr., West Layfayette.
Indiana and John Ress. 428
N Prospect St. have all been
sentenced to serve one to
five years in the Mansfield
Reformitory Ress had not
been charged with saleof an
hallucinogen

octopuses,''
astronaut
Thomas K
Mattingly II
commented a( one point
while the men were busy
resetting
a series of
switches
THE MEN thus spenl part
of the day dealing with the
third and fourth problems
they have encountered since
they were launched Sunday
The others involved peeling
paint and a faulty latch,
neither of which turned out
to be of serious concern,
either
Their spacecraft has been
gradually slowing since it
rocketed out of earth orbil
But it will begin picking up
speed this morning when the
moon's gravity starts
tugging it forward.
The command
ship.
Casper, and its lunar lander.
Orion, will hurtle around the

RENTING FOR FALL
• 1 and 2 Br Apts
• 9 and 12 Mo Leases
• Pool Dec
and laundry Rooms
• Ox Roast

• Serious, but
Swinging Management
214 NAPOLEON RD.

352-1195
12-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

(§

AwoitetktTect.?'*
Doctor MCAT
Graduate GRF Dentist
DAT
Lawver LSAT Business
ATGSB
Nat. IBDS-2yr Med.

Ziegler
said
the
committee chairman could
limn the question to these
mailers I'e then was asked
if Nixon was reserving the
right to invoke executive
privilege and he replied
Yes

Students
interested
in '
more information on the
outdoor program or jftv
Project Interaction should '
call Hi Ronald Marso it.
372-2794

72-73 Key editors named
The
University
Publications Committee
announced last week the
selection ol Tom Turnley.
junior i Ed. I, and Jeff John,
junior iB A. I. as next years
Key editors
Both have worked on Ihe
staff lor three years
Turnley has held Ihe
position! of general staff
worker and head writer, and
is currently the yearbook's
managing and scheduling
editor
John presently holds the
position ol technical editor,
and has also performed as
staff writer, organizations

editor and photographer on
the Key
In his application lor the
position, Turnley suggested
the establishment of regular
proof book sessions" and
"in-office lunches" to insure
closer staff cooperation and
friendship
l!e also proposed the reestablishment of scheduling
editor to handle organization

and Ureek yearbook.;
contracts
John suggested less and
better writing in the
yearbook
and
the
establishment of a tighter
organizational structure
He also expressed a hope
to divide the yearbook into
"two distinct sections'-activities.
and groups
(Greek, seniors, etc I

f»*tttt*tt*tt»tft»****f**tt*fft*t»*fHff*\

today is jack's b-day
may he get what
means most to him

r**+nt***t*—*+*»******—********tt»*****t**n*****'

Guitarist
9 p.m. - 1 a.m., Fri. & Sat.
Tty our

KANSAS CITY STRIP

BETA THETA PI

with potato.
tulad bar,
bread table

RUSH PARTY
TONIGHT
8:00 P.M.

TWO MINUTE
WALK TO
AD. BLDG.
CAMPUS
MANOR
APARTMENTS
JUST SOUTH OF BURGER CHEF

l|ow Future

Astronauts John W Young
and Charles M. Duke Jr will
guide Orion to a landing on a
crater-scarred
volcanic
plateau high in the southern
mountains of the moon
tomorrow
Touchdown is
scheduled for 3:41 p.m EST
Officials said an errant
electrical surge confused a
spaceship computer early
yesterday and caused it to
send commands which
locked the guidance system

questioning. Ziegler replied.
"We assume they're all
gentlemen and would abide
by" the terms of Klanigan s
offer to testify solely aboul
two matters related to the
International Telephone &
Telegraph Corp

JIM LYNCH

GREENVIEW
APTS.

Love Thy Neighbor

moon this afternoon and the
astronauts will fire a long
rocket thrust to sellle the
spacecraft into lunar orbit

confirmalion of Richard G.
Klcindiensl as attorney
general
But a White I'ouse
spokesman
promptly
cautioned the committee
against trying to carry
questioning beyond limits
set by Klanigan, indicating
this could lead President
Nixon to i-'voke the doctrine
of executive privilege and
Cut off his aide's testimony.
As some Democratic
c o m m 111 e e
m embers
appeared lo reject the idea
of limiting any Klanigan
testimony.
White House
press secretary Ronald 1.
Zlegler said
"WE WOULD assume that
if the committee accepts
the proposition for a limited
testimony, the committee
would abide
by the
suggestion put forward in
the letter'' in which
Klanigan volunteered to
testify.
Asked at a news briefing
what would happen if some
committee members should
attempt to broaden then

application of knowledge to
practical outdoor situations
Activities at the camp will
include horseback riding,
language arts lessons, skits,
movies, first aid instruction
and a night hike
Sechler said the outdoor
education project presents
teachers in a different light
because the counselors live
with the children for the five I
days, the PI students are
presented with a different
role of a teacher, he said
Project Interaction has
been involved in the outdoor
education program in
Michigan camp since 1969 '■

• LARGE PARKING
LOT

• NEW
•MODERN
• FURNISHED

• TWENTY BUSINESS
LOCATIONS
AT YOUR DOOR

Now Leasing for SUMMER
and NEXT FALL

DETROIT
(313)354-0085

352-9302

Big N Cafeteria
All You Can Eat...

Every Wednesday

UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
Proudly presents a special self-ciefense program for beginners. Included in
this six-week program will be situational self-defense for men and women
What to do if suddenly attacked! Also included will be judo throws and
falls as well as experience with exotic weaponry that made the ancient
masters so lethal! Board breaking and cement breaking will also be a part
of this special program. All instruction conducted by registered black
belts.
The lessons will begin on Sunday. April 23. at 7:00 pin and will run
every Sunday night throughout the quarter. An organizational meeting will
be held tonight, at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Forum of The Student Ser
vices Building. For registration information and to answer any questions
you may have come one and all and sign up now. Men and women — it's
a great chance to learn a lot of self-defense in a short time.

CHICKEN
DINNERS
Golden Fried
Chicken
Crisp Cole Slaw
French Fried
Potatoes
Fresh Roll & Butter

$1.49

::

Served from 4:00p.m. to 8:00p.m.

352-4045
1010 S. Main - Op*" 10-10 Daly - Sunday 11-6

CHUCK BERRY
IN CONCERT

II

:•:■

MAY 1st MONDAY NIGHT

•

;

BE PREPARED FOR ANYTHING!

PHONE

352-7365

RIDES BEHIND KOHL AND COMPTON
AT 7:45

8:00 P.M. MEMORIAL HALL
TICKETS ON SALE NOW
AT UNION TICKET OFFICE
and 405 STUDENT SERVICES

$2.00

•tat* 6/Th. M N.W., W«*»a»-J«y. ApHI 19, 1972

Women launch fat attack

Founders forms 'diet-line'
A serious atlark on fat has
been launched this quarter
by a group of Founders
residents
According to Katie Kdie.
freshman i A4Si. a diet club
was set up for two weeks last
quarter on an experimental
basis, but didn't operate
efficiently until this quarter
The program, which now
includes 36 members, has a
special "diet line set up in
Founders caletena where

the weight watchers get a
balanced, nutritional meal
Ms Edie said the meal
consists of a meat portion:
fruit, limited vegetables,
inrluding limited portions of
carrots and onions, and
unlimited
portions
of
vegetables such as beans and
salads
The "diet line"' was set up
in
cooperation
with Ms.
Friend,
quality
control
manager of Food Services

STAPfVM-

ifterna
BOWUNG GREEN - TEl.

NOW
7 & 10

difficult
to
maintain
a
dietary program with the
food on the regular line."
she explained.
Ms Edie said the group
took some of the menus out
of the Weight Watcher's Inc.
cookbook and revised them.
"Some kids are in the
program because the food is
better, since it isn't fried,"
Ms. Ki!»■ s.inl

She explained that because
the members get larger
meat portions, the price of
the meal must go up She
said students pay for their
meals
with their
food
coupons.

352-0265

HELD OVER -5th WEEK!
Friday

"Out of the four lines in
the cafeteria, only three
were in use and the other
line was being used for steak
orders in the evening."' Ms
Friend said
The women came to her
"because
they found
il

Monday thiu Thursday 8PM
Sat 2 30.7 4 10 Sun 2.5.8PM

STUDENT PRICES FOR THURSDAY
AND SUNDAY Will NOT APPLY TO

"You also get weighed in
when you buy your tickets."
she said.
The program "has turned
out
to
be
quite
selfsufficient." according to Ms
Friend
"The
success of
the
program depends on the
motivations of the people
involved." she said "The
people must be sincere, and
we're now down to the
people
who
are
really
serious "
All
interested
persons
should contact Ms. Edie at
372-5823

Copr '72 On I Feu

ACROSS
Barker*' rriet.
Yellow.
Capital of

A Mam.
Persuades.
Struggle between
two learn*:
3 worda.
Slip away.
Common RillR*.
Discontinue
Plot.
Symbol of
strength.
Musir maker*.
Diva a forte.

i '.o/p

47 R«rerenda:
Abbr.
48 Ending for aong
or gab.
49 Dundee man.
50 Exclamation.
51 Corolla leaf.
53 Dog a
54 Understands:
CoIIoq: 2 words.
56 Part of the brain.
60 Beethoven aym.*
phony.

61 Encomia.

Killed.

62 Reverie.
63 Sworda: Var.
DOWN
1 Invalid.
2 Bird.
3 Labor group: lnit.
4 Sprite.
5 Rural sound.
6 Ate a hanly bile:
Cnlloq.
7 Single points.
8 Burrowing
animal.
*> i nir found.
10 Searches into.

('onrepl: Comb.
form.
Japanese
gateway.
Son of Jarob.

12 Fenre step.
1.1
Garaon,
art rest.
15 Bristly.

Commune SE of
Palermo.
Due reward.
Shank.
South African
grassland.

Hide
'..mi-JIM - rope.
Rent.
Presidential
middle name.

11 Firm.

20 Sign on some
merchandise:
2 words.
23 Indiana.
24 Mark over a
vowel.
25 Write* hastily.
28 **
to the Marines.*': 2 worda
31 European
Theater of
Operations:
Abbr.
33 English letter.
34 Cowboys job:
2 words.
35 Up or down
item.

37 Illusory hope.
38 Downy.
39 Famous baseball
family.
42 Respond.
44 Card game.
45 Fashions.
46 Details.
51 Site of type.
52 Biblical town
near Bethlehem.
SS She: Ger.
57 Creek.
58 RefU*.
59 Prickly
seedease.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Box other opens 6 30

Cartoons a) 7:30

"THE GODFATHER"

li

According to Ms Edie.
seven-day tickets for the diet
line cost III 90 and four-day
tickets cost At.20. She said
the
four-day
tickets
accommodate the student
who plans to leave on the
weekend.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

In-O.ir Heaters Available!
(optional i

by Brant parker and Johnny hart

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY ONLY

BRAVO.BRANDOS GODFATHER

necAuze, IF

How many faces does TERROR know?
at 7:50

"TNI TURS FIRST REMIT SRTISFYIM, RN COMUCIU
AMERICAN Fill. ONE Of THE MOST IRUTAL AND MOVINB
CHRONICLES OF MHERICM IK EttR KMNEO ROTH*
THE LIMITS OF POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT."

IN MY &KAVE, I 'U.

TWILIGHT

"THE GODFATHER IS A HOWE THAT SEEM TO HAVE
ETERTTHIH6I WARMTH. VIOLENCE, NOSTAltlA. THE
CHARISMA Of MARION RRANM IN IK Of HIS FINEST
PERFORMANCES. AMR THE OTNMTN) SWEEP Of AN
ITALIAN-AMERICAN BONE WITH THE WIND'I"

JOHN MMUV'MI WOOOEU-JAN MERLIN
PAM GAIEHt; iSaia SaUi. _«*«•> rVi..

tmn CLaSSIFIED -•»*>

at 9:45
While his iiuhilr young, girl victims screamed
out Iheii hie blood. He prepared the most
horrendous ol all leasts

The m- llhe **

ElfflEI
AVASUNMLI

"THE BLOOD FEAST"

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
ALL AREA STUDENTS
I.D.'s REQUIRED

Gruesomely stained in gushing blood
"Two Thousand Maniacs"

Wednesday. April 19.1972
A group seminar devoted to woman, the wholeness of her
person and the now in which she may enjoy creative
expression April 20 2 pm. St More University Pariah
The Bowling t.reen (gymnastic Team is going to sell yo
yos and lops in the Union from 9 3 the rest ol (his week
Price $1 00
Women's tennis- B(. vs Ohio Northern tennis courts behind
ice arena. 4pm

R-

1

$100

STADIVR

Restricted
Under 17 Requires
Accompanying Parent

The Sociology Undergraduate Interest (iroup will meet
tonight at S 30 pm in the River Koom ol the Union All
sociology majors and minors are invited to attend

WE DARE ANYONE TO COME ALONE.
TO STAY AND WATCH THESE MOVIES.
WE WILL GIVE A PASS TO ALL WHO DO.

The Law Society will meet i.might at 7 00 pm in the I-acuity
li'imi'i'n! thel'nion Open to all interested persons
The CAO will sponsor a Pearls Tournament tonight from 710 pm in the Capital Room of the Union
Tryouls tor taraduale One-Acts will be held tonight Irom
7 30-9 30 pm in room 111 South Pall

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE - I.D.'S REQUIRED SIM
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STEWARDESS' RIGHTS vs
YOUR fi A
RIGHTS WLWL ^ ...UttttM
■wH

| SUNDAY - OPENING TIL 3 P.M. — ADULTS S1.00|
Eve at 7:15.915 - Sat Sun at 2. 3:45. 5 30. 7:20. 9:15

All SEATS $1.75

stewardessas

dosho-d

HOT BE
CENSURED

^r^illcje

•I
Presented By
OICK DOSS 1 ASSOCIATES

LOST
Ladies watch-lost
between Campus Manor and
Offenhauer
Towers
If
found,
call
352 4082
Reward'
Blue plastic wallet lost
Student
Book Exchange
between 12 12 30 Sat 110
REWARD if intact Call 288
5341 or write Mrs Delores
Burrows. Bradner. Ohio
REWARD lor lost suitcase
If found please call 372-3107

RIDES
RIDE NEEDED to Miami
U April 20 or 21 23 Will pav
85 call Rebecca 2-5329
Ride to Chicago April 21
after I Sheila 2 5674

The stewardesses
have lound explicit
frutlom under the
laws of Dnnmark
We fee
you have the
right to see
these
free flying
stewardesses
lucttyas
they ar e1

Need return ride to BG from
DC Apr 30 Jenny 2 4386
2 girls need ride to Philly
around June 8. 352-7602
2 girls need to i from Pgh
Pa can leave Thurs mte Call
2-5515

SKKVKKSOKKKRKD
Experienced
babysitter
available Call 352-5948

Fresh from the country... defenseless
and alone... he faced the city's
toughest gangs ... with m book

Pro Tennis
Insturtion
Students 2 50 Faculty 3 00 '•
hr 3S3-3751

HERKOW1TZ Today is your
day' Pappy 21st birthday
Love. Jo
Peres your hint
to a
handsome Coca-Cola wall
clock The
Domino
Pizza
Man has a med or slim
build Ask
EVERYONE Are you the
Domino s Pizza Man^
Sigma
Nu s-The
softball
game and tea were just
great' Thanks again The

DC s
" each phi is different, but
always united, you can tell
by the love that we share '
thanks for our first fantastic
vear' -spring 71 pledges
Little E B You finally made
the grade' Congrats on your
activation DZ Love. Jean
Little Carol-Congrats on
activation and becoming
part of the bunch' I'm proud
of > .i DZ love Big Bonnie
The MMri ol Delta Zet»
welcome back Iheir rushees
lo formal desserts Hood
luck, girls*
Thanks BU student (or
returning notebook Scon is
near Van Wen Jan<-83<47ll
SPRING
QUARTER
MARRIAGE
PREPARATION COl'RSE
St Thomas More University
Parish. April 23 April 30
May 7 Registration April 23.
I pm Fee S2 00 per person

HELP WANTED
Stomng

PAT BOONE u

OMJ m*m **th IRK ESTMOA • JACKIE GIROUX
DINO OaflllPPl -JO ANN ROBINSON • Sat**** DON MURRAYw JAMfS 80NWT
*StMANrOlOO

OS ■» '(CHUrCOlC"

Co-ad to live-in lor room 4
board
in exchange (or
babysitting
4
light
housework
Summer fall
Call 123-7652 not long dist

Mil IOVI ■ SUSAN HUtllT - INCH SIlNOfI ■ OANIIl GIIIN

aaaf um *m MoarsMM mom COMBMAOMM

ONLY

K Pinnfl fra/Mcr Suggtsltd

How to earn at home
addressing envelopes Rush
stamped
self addressed
envelope BAH. Enterprises.
501 Spaulding Si. Riverton.
Ill 62561
Needlework lessons at The
Shuttle 4 Scissor 669-2103
WATCP
CLEANING
REPAIRING ADJUSTING
THE WORKING PAND
CRAFT
CENTER 515

66 TR4 Triumph Exi cond
353 6 JM
LOST* FOUND

• NOW SHOWING •
7 20. 9 30 Sat Sun 2. 3 45. 5 30. 7 20, 9 30

GUITAR
LESSONS-any
style Call us now Little
Old* Music Shoppe 138 N
Main 352-0710

FOR SALE OR RENT

THCATRF

Mk<tV/i<Y
I Arrw* \\

Phi
Mu-Panhel
Pope
Marathon Talent Show
Auditions When April 17.
II. 20. 24. 27 Time 7-"
Hurry & call for your
audition time Linda 2-4186

Conneaut 353 9932

HBHBHB

SUNDAY -OPENING TIL 1P.M. - ADULTS Jl 00

. ' .V --T\ lijr

69 Charger R T automatic
Manyextras 352 4335

CAMPUS CALENDAR

FRIDAY, SATURDAY ONLY ol 11:20

on PMmpmti wsconoa)

J*&

Ev.
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PEOPLE
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Human Lust
Animal Desired

«W«N Cat** «•• »••- I»ti

«<

-=f^sos

CCWFOKTABLM.

"» SUPERIOR WORK OF POPULAR ENTERTMNN1ENTI
REMINOS US OF THE VANISHED PLEASURES Of THE OLDFASHIONED SAHSSTEn MOVIES! WHAT MORE C0IH.0 WE
POSSIIlT WANT FROM A MOVIE? NOW OfTEN. THESE DATS
DO WE OET ANYTHING LIRE ALL THAT?"

'UJWVHFT'UH'.«.. .

SHE

I THAT MOHeY UK6 I THINK
| SJE VViLU, kVHEN I ROU. OvfiR

PERSONALS

SOPHOMORES
AND
SENIORS HAVING TWO
YEARS LEFT ON CAMPUS
MAY APPLY FOR THE
ARMY ROTC TWO YEAR
PROGRAM CALL J712476
NOW

Bowling
Green s only
exclusive recreation room
Peated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Party
Room
w kitchen facilities and bar
Outside Courtyard w patios
and gas grills-Dance AreaLocker Rooms, all this
offered
by
Preferred
Properties ph 352-9378 or
3527324
Sublet "Summer 3-4 man Air
conditioned, fully furnished
Good location will negotiate
price Call 352-5626 anytime
One bedroom
apart men I
1142.00 (furnished I Rent free
April 22-May 1 Call Ed Apt
55 352-6375
anytime or
manager 352 1195 2-6 pm
Preferred Properties offers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center Model open 7 days a
wk 8-5 Mon -Fri 1-5 Sat
and Sun at 7th & Pigh 4Ds
Club, phone 352-9378 or 352
7324

bedroom and own bath for
only 135 00 for the whole
summer
at
Wmthrop
Terrace 352-9135
Preferred Properties Rental
office has moved to The 4Ds
Club at the corner of 7th &
Pigh for rental info call
352 9378 or 352-7324
For rent Summer Quarter
2-man apartment 352-0139
Summer
apartments
summer Reduced rates 3539863 352-1972
Howling
Green's only
exclusive recreation room
I'eated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Party
Room
m kitchen facilities and bar
Outside Courtyard w patios
and gas grills-Dance AreaLocker Rooms
all this
offered
by
Preferred
Properties ph 352 9378 or
3527324
Apt to sublet
summer
Discount rates 352-7333
Furn apt
1 block Irom
campus Couples3520661

64 MG-B. excellent cond
S650 734 Elm S(

Rooms for girls across from
campus
$45 mo
with
cooking privileges 353-3975

1970 Suzuki F50 like new
1195
Northwest Yamaha
U2E Washington

2-man GREENY1EW. aircond .
JUNE
FREE
155 mo 352 56*5

2 bdrm mobile home for
sale, air cond
set up in
Gypsy Lane Tr Ct . furn
K 400 omnium 354 7062

Preferred Properties offers
exclusive 4Ds Club and rec
center Model open 7 days a
wk 8-5 Mon-Fn 15 Sat and
Sun at 7th & Pigh 4Ds Club
352-9378 or 352 7324

Preferred Properties Rental
office has mnoved to The
4Ds Club at the corner of 7th
& Pigh For rental info call
352 9378 or 352 7324

Rooms L apts for summerrooms for fall-near campus
ph 352 7365

Students Apartments The
Quiet Ones
353 9863-352
1972

Eff apts for grad students
who need privacy & quiet
Near campus Renting now
for summer & fall $95. ph
353 8065

69 Opel Rallye Red L Black 6
good tires Ph 594 2916
69 Opel GT Take over
pavments
122 Psvchologv
Bldg or Toledo 242-6370
1966 Mustang 289 Excellent
cond best offer-call 352 7183
after 5 pm
65 Malibu 4 sp
Many
Eitras Ex Conditton-Call
Tom352 7688
65 VW Bug $200 or best
offer 145 Manville 372 5697
FOR SALE 1963 Simca
While, i d.*>r needs repair
Best oiler
call Debi JS2
9115 JlSUreenview
•» 350 Honda, new paint job
eac cond . includes helmet
1560 00 phone 352-5593
65 BSA 650 Excellent Cond
1700 Dave 352-6386
9' Antique church pew Solid
maple Ph-594-2916

64 VW 50000 m
Cond Ph 352-0114
69 418 Cobra Jet Torino
Call 352-6656 after 6 00
Yamaha 250 Street. A-l 352
0658
Girl's M" Bike for Sale Like
new Call 353 3931

DAYS

HELP' 1 F rm needed to
share 4-man Cherry Pill apt
Fall qtr $57 50 per mo Call
372-3612
Bowling
Greens only
exclusive recreation room
Heated
Indoor
Pool Gas
Fireplace-Party
Room
w kitchen lacihties and barOutside Courtyard w patios
and gas grills-Dance AreaLocker
Rooms.all
this
offered
by
preferred
Properties ph 352-9378 or
J52-7324
Furn house for students who
want privacy June or Sepl
Ph 352-0661
Need one M
roommate
immediately call 3541283
Student
apartments
responsible
management
303.9663 352-1972
Preferred Properties oilers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center Model open 7 days a
wk 8 5 Mon Fn 15 Sal and
Sun at 7th It High. 4Ds Club.
352 9378 or 352 7324
3 to sublet apt 170 for
summer 2-4111 or 2-5893
Would you believe that you
could have
your own

Preferred Properties Rental
office has moved to The 4Ds
Club at the corner of 7th &
High For rental info call
352 9371 or 352-7324
1 M rmt for fall spr good
house 165 per mo Call 3724749
FREE June RENT 2 bdr 3
man air cond t60 mo 3526282
2 bdrm apt to sublet May lo
AugSl 354-7733
1 or 2 minus sum Grnvw
by pool cheap 352-4*14
Wanted graduate male
roommate or mature adult
for nice furnished house near
campus Available June 15.
call 304-5273 alter 6pm
Now leasing for Sept Haven
House Manor at corner of
Mercer 1 E Woosler 302
7444 3029378
Furnished 2 story. 2 bdrm
duplex summer Ph 304-1702
2 bdrm apt lor summer air
cond cable TV. close to
campus, neat furniture Call
302-7119. U Cts talk price

Ih. M N.wi, W.«n..«»y, Aa*l 1*. 1972/(•■■* 7
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Baseballers lose, tie to

Ortlip

UAA in home openers
- \

$

/Memories of Maupin
One of the favorite things I pick out of the memory of my
freshman year at BG is the way Dennis Maupin would turn
into something short of an animal during physical
conditioning class.
Maupin, you'll remember, was the stalwart Falcon center
last season and an .ill MAC selection to boot, now destined
for the World Champion Dallas Cowboys' training camp in
July If he wasn't the meanest dude on the squad, he had to
be at least a close second
Physical conditioning class-otherwise known as ITE 101
or 201. depending upon class rank-was actually disguised as
boot camp for varsity football candidates. The taskmasters
consisted of every football coach the University had under
contract, from graduate assistants to the head man and his
aides
ME? WELL, somehow I had this crazy idea I wanted to
sell my body and soul for good ole BG and smash people's
bodies on sunny afternoons at harvesltime Somehow. I
realized the inanity of such a notion and turned my efforts to
something more constructive (? >--sports writing
At any rate, physical conditioning consisted of six stations
where each soldier player did an assortment of physical
tasks to prepare him for the spring offensive. I.e., spring
practice Like 1 said, it was boot camp for varsity football
hopefuls
Which finally brings us to our subject Maupin was a rising
junior at the time and most of his varsity time was put in on
the suicide squads where he played with fervent elan He mi
vieing for the center's job that winter spring. Eliot I'zelac.
then an assistant coach and a martinet of profound
proportion, happened to be the interior offensive line coach
And. oh. how Coach loved Player
I'ZELAC, WHO at times showed maniacal tendencies
when the word football was mentioned, would work
himself into a frenzy at physical conditioning I'e screamed
and taunted so loud and often. I couldn't believe he would go
much longer before the veins in his neck would burst
Naturally, he turned flip-flops over Maupin because Dennyshowed the same fanatical enthusiasm I'zelac embellished.
When it came to the latters station-agility drills-and
everyone's tongues were flapping, there was Uzelac asking
Maupin to show everyone how they should act in this station
While half the panting, sweating bodies were bent over,
hands on knees < something I'zelac despised I. Maupin was
hopping around like a madman I'e'd get a running start and
actually climb halfway up the handball court wall,
scratching like an enraged cat And of course, there were the
assorted growls and snorts football players are supposed to
make to show everyone i especially coaches i how mean thev
are.

\
\

SOTG

Falcon infialdor Gary Haas slidas safely into second base under
'"• *°9 °' Michigan's Mark Crane in yesterday's action. Haas
went 4-for-7 in the twin bill to break out of a slump and drew
praise from coach Don Purvis.

BG ruggers smother JC
The previously undefeated
John Carroll Rugby club
came to Bowling Green
Saturday and received a 43-0
pounding on rain-soaked
Sterling Farm
The BG ruggers scored
only seconds after the
opening kick off when Tom
Wentz fell on a loose ball in
the visitors' end zone
Minutes later Mike Turwood
went 23 yards to score the
second BG try. Steve Krelz
added the conversion
John Weber and Paul
Paese both scored one
apiece and BG led 19-0 at the
intermission.
After halftime the game
became even worse for the
battered Carroll ruggers
Rick Griswald and Dave

"What I was trying to accomplish was to make the other
guys high." explained Denny "That makes the workout
more worthwhile"
Since then Mssr. Maupin has mellowed somewhat from
his brash days of scaling walls, albeit he hasn't shed his yen
for hitting people Signed as a free agent following the
National Football League draft last February, he's officially
one of eight rookie linebackers trying out for three positions
in Dallas.
THE TWO OF us discussed his chances one day last week.
"I'm better off signing with Dallas." he explained. "That
way I'd have a better chance of getting picked up if I get cut.
By starting out with the best, you can always get picked up
by a lesser team."
Denny dismissed Canadian football ( "It's too cold there" I.
but is open to the minor league circuit. "They'd get me and
my wife decent jobs on the side And Id be playing football
under a contract of profit-sharing, depending upon how the
team did at the gate "
Maupin goes to camp faced *ith the calamity of switching
from center to linebacker, a position he's only played as a
freshman at BG But like pas'. Falcon pros, Joe Green I from
middle guard to defensive back) and Phil Villapiano (from
defensive end to linebacker i. Denny thinks he can weather
the transition
WHEN HE REALIZES there are two rookie LBs from
Penn State and Michigan State in camp among the eight
hopefuls, Maupin knows he's got some catching up to do. But
he thinks he's got a trump card he'll be able to pull when the
chips are down.
"I like to play with people's heads in football." he said
with unintentional ambivalence "And I was always aware of
all the positions
"I'm going to learn the defense so well that my head will
be in a better place than theirs From there on, it's how
much I want to hit someone
"I haven't really'been that far away from linebacker,
playing center and guard. I know what I'd do to get them
down so I'll know what to expect."
DENNY POINTED out that if he had been a linebacker
since the 10th grade in high school, he might be more at a
disadvantage going into the pros as a LB. "You'd probably
pick up a lot of bad habits along the way that would be hard
to correct, and you wouldn't be as good as you thought "
Perhaps that's wishful thinking
But linebacking aside. Maupin has at least a 50-50 chance
of making the club in my book because he'll be able to
perform on the special teams as well as anyone
With veteran Chuck Powley retiring and punt snapper
D.D. Lewis slated to fill his shoes. Maupin may get a chance
to break in on the punt team That's the same route Green
took to hang on with the New York Giants.
And there's little doubt Maupin s attitude toward the game
is big league. "It's a combination of anger you build up and
what you convince yourself you can do," he said. "I want to
show the other guy he can't do what he's trying to do to me. I
like to laugh at people when they get knocked down. They get
mad at you and become careless with their play. From then
you've got them."
Granted, not every college technique is going to work
against seasoned professional veterans. But Maupin s devilmay-care posture combined, with his unbending confidence
may be his ticket to the big time.

coach Jim l!aines for their
aggressiveness in the loose
scrums.
"We played a good game,
but I'm afraid we still have a
lot
of
room
for
improvement," said I'aines
"We'll have to beat some
teams a lot tougher than
Carroll "
BG finished the match
with a flurry of scoring It
■Cored four tries in the final
two minutes Dave Grooms
carried the ball seven yards
to score with just six
seconds showing on the
clock That tally ran the
total to 43 points, a new
single game team scoring
record lor the club It tops
the 42-0 trouncing given to
Toledo last spring.

Army vet Bennett mokes
bid comeback, teom wins
By JIM FERSTLE

MAUPIN DIDN'T have to growl or snort All you had to do
was look at the guy to know how mean he was Those thick,
bushy eyebrows that extended clear across the top of his face
and the steel brown eyes almost made you want to call him
Mr Maupin, Sir

Grooms scored early in the
period.
JOHN CARROLL put
together its only scoring
threat of the day when it
kicked the ball to the BG one
yard line at II 55 of the
second period
The BG
forwards put together a
hard-hitting goal line stand
and stifled the Gator's
threat
BG's forwards repeatedly
manhandled and intimidated
John Carroll ball carriers
"The wolf pack" completely
dominated the scrums They
aided the blossoming BG
running
attack
by
consistently gaining
possession of the ball in the
rugged in-fighting.
Rick
Born. Chip Ely and Bruce
George were commended by

"I was beginning to
wonder if I was over the
hill." said Rob Bennett,
whose I5'5" pole vault broke
his own school record in the
track team's 91-72 victory
over Kent State last
weekend
ill be 25 this May."
added Bennett, who returned
to Bowling Green last year
after two years in the
service,
it's sort of
gratifying to finally get a
personal
improvement
considering all the work it's
taken to get it."
"I was on the all-army
track team for two-and-ahalf to three months and
then 1 chipped a bone in my
ankle." said Bennett. "If
your injury is long-term,
they just drop you."
DROPPED HE WAS and
he spent the rest of his army
duty in San Francisco Then
it was a year of working at
the Dayton Airport.
"It was an easy job." said
Bennett. "But I couldn't
stand it. The same thing
everyday."
So he came back to
Bowling Green with his
major in broadcasting and a
few long range goals.

Womens'
teams busy
The women's athletic
teams have a full schedule
this week in tennis, golf and
softball.
The netters. under the
instruction of Janet Parks,
will be hoping to add to their
victory total against Ohio
Northern University today
at 4 p.m behind the Ice
Arena.
Tomorrow the women
golfers will travel to Indiana
University
for
an
invitational which includes
10 schools from Ohio.
Michigan, Indiana and
Illinois.
The softball club will also
be busy tomorrow with a
game against Toledo in the
season's opener The team
consists of 21 women,
selected by coach Jan
Donahue.

"I have two goals." said
Bennett. "One is to qualify
for the Olympic Trials and
the other is to best one guyJim Eschelman Me was the
number one man on the all
army track team when I was
on it I have nothing against
him personally. t.'e's a great
guy. I just want to beat
him ."
To achieve his goal.
Bennett has to work on two
things-his steps and his
weight
"MY BROTHER came up
and watched me vault last
year and he told me. Your
style is all right; it's just
that you're too fat You can't
get up in the air. " said

Bennett
"headwinds and
bad runways just ruin me.
It's really hard to bend the
pole in a headwind and bad
runways bother my steps '
Other winners at Kent
were Rich Breeze. 10 05.9 in
the steeplechase: Dave
Wottle
in the mile
l M i. .mil
hall-mile
(1 58.61; the 440 relay of Don
Williams, Jon l.'elder. Ted
Farver and Ed Watkins in
43 8, Fegley in the high
(14 0) and intermediate
hurdles {54 21. the mile
relay of Fegley. l.'elder.
Farver and Wottle in 3 21.6;
and Steve Danforth. Tracy
Elliott. Jim Ferstle and Bob
McOmber tied at 14:43.5 in
the three-mile

STEREO COMPONENTS
CENTER
OFFERS YOU
ADVENT
B0SE
CROWN INT.
DUAL
DYNAC0
EMPIRE
EPI
FISHER
GARRARD
HARMON KARD0N
TANDBERG

JANS ZEN
KENWOOD
KL4
MARANTZ
PANASONIC
PHASE LINEAR
REV0X
R0TEL
SHERWOOD
SONY
WHARFEDALE

FOR INF0R CALL 2-5958 or 2-5950

By FRED R. ORTLIP
Asihuaa t Saorti Editor
A rusty Bowling Green
baseball team came alive
late in the second game of
their doubleheader against
Michigan yesterday to salvage a tie after dropping the
opener.
The Falcons. 8-6-1 on the
season, who had been rained
out of five games since opening the regular season
March 29. dropped the first
game. 8-1, then rallied from
behind to tie. 6-6. in the home
openers The game was
called after the eighth inning
because of darkness.
The long layoff had a visible effect on Bowling Green
pitching. Eight Falcons hurlers issued 14 bases on balls
in the twin bill, including 10
in the opener
HARD-THROWING right
hander Jim Meerpohl was
effected most from the layoff. Meerpohl took a sparkling 1 85 earned run average
into the opener but never did
locate the plate, walking six
in an inning and two-thirds
He allowed four Michigan
runs on only one hit.
Meerpohl's record is now 21.
"I'm disappointed in the
pitching, but you've got to
blame a lot of it on the layoff," said coach Don Purvis.
"Some of those guys hadn't
been on a mound for two
weeks."
After the four-run second
frame, the Wolverines got
two in the third off Jim
Salem and one in the fifth
and sixth innings off Jim
Fisher for an easy win. their
seventh
against
seven
losses
THE FALCONS, who
gathered only four hits for
the second game straight,
put together a minor threat
in the sixth when Ralph
Clapp looped a two-out single
to center, driving home Gary
Haas with BG's solo run of
the game.
"We just couldn't get
started." testified Purvis
"We didn't play very well at
all -no excuses we just
didn't play. In the first game
we walked the lead off batter
four out of the seven innings
and the odds are better that

Back Pack Equip.
By
WHITE-STAG

a walked lead off man will
score."
Facts bear Purvis out
Three of the four men passed
scored.
IN THE SECOND game
Purvis' hurlers found more
success at getting the ball
over the plate but were
plagued by Michigan's knack
for hitting the ball where the
Falcons weren't
The Wolverines blasted 12
hits off starter Jeff l.essig in
four and two-thirds innings,
good for all six of their runs
Four safeties were for extra
bases
But Falcons relievers Dan
Hebel. Bob Lonchar and
Steve Price shutout UM the
rest of the way while the
hitters finally got moving as
ole sol made its way towards
the horizon
DOWN 8-3 going into the
bottom of the seventh and
last inning, the Falcons
suddenly sprung alive after
two quick outs. Tim

Pettorini walked,
John
Balalyga got a pinch hit
single, and Gary Haas
walked to load the bases off
reliever Bill Srock.
Srock balked with the
bases loaded to make it 6-4.
Then Dick Selgo. who just
the inning before was picked
off second after he rounded
the bag too far on a double,
became the hero with a long
triple to right-center which
tied the score.
The pitch was up around
my eyes." said Selgo. "1 was
looking for a fast ball;
because he (Srock) was
having control problems and
that's what I got "
Mark Ammons went 4-forS and Selgo and Rich
Arbinger went 2 lor 4 to lead
the 13-hit attack for BG
The teams played one
scoreless extra inning before
the umpires called things
off BG travels to Western.
Michigan this weekend for a
three game set at
Kalamaxoo.
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Second game starter Jeff letsig hud to (train
ogainst UM. He allowed 12 hiti in four and
two-thirds innings.

WINTHR0P TERRACE
North & South

NOW TAKING DEPOSITS
for Fall Quarter and
Summer School

Packs-Frames-Tents
Sleeping Bags
Tiail Food a Access
I VERY THING FOR THE
CAMPER

Coleman Sales
& Service
5353 LEWIS AVE.
TOLEDO ■ 472-5924
9-8 DAILY - SAT. 9-5

Apartments Assigned on a
first come - first served

basis
OFFICE
Winthrop South - 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Open 9-5

Phone 352-9135
Do something special Uednesdou nfqKt,
taK.e your Muorite qirt outtod-inncrat

PR6URIS.
fnn 5:00-1:00
ihettionly

TURNPIKE
TRAVELERS

1.15.

222 N. MAIN
352-6905

Hearts
Tournament

Sales and Service
fVices are not for ie 11 uer u:

From Mighty to Mini,
Honda has it all.

TONIGHT
7-10 P.M.
CAPITAL ROOM, UNION
$.25

PrWfifS mnnm

353:7571

U.A.O.
NINE-BALL TOURNAMENT
Thursday

7:00 P.M.

BUCKEYE ROOM,
$1J00> REGISTER

UNION
U.A.O. OFFICE

Tickets Available
Union Ticket Office
.«•

$5.50

3
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